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Figure 23: 1
B -periodicity of the novel oscillations as

a function of the Fermi energy for three different lat-
tice periods. Experimental data is compared with
the corresponding values from the calculated areas
enclosed by the smaller, red shaded orbit in k-space.

The red and yellow shaded orbits are the
most obvious closed trajectories, however more
complicated closed paths, that require a more
complex sequence of transitions across both en-
ergy gaps, are possible as well. Indeed, Fourier
transforms of the resistivity data reveal addi-
tional frequencies associated with other closed
orbits.

In summary we have studied the fermiology
of 2D superlattices and found unequivocal
evidence for modifications to the contours of
constant energy. Hitherto unobserved magneto-
quantum oscillations mediated by magnetic
breakdown ensue. Our experiment opens the
way to study the quantum transport in bands de-
fined by externally tunable parameters like the
geometry and modulation amplitude of the lat-
eral superlattice.

Hall potential distribution of a two-dimensional electron system in the
quantum Hall regime probed by a scanning force microscope

J. Weis, E. Ahlswede, P. Weitz, K. v. Klitzing, and K. Eberl

Since the discovery of the quantum Hall effect
on a two-dimensional electron system (2DES)
in high magnetic field in 1980 [K. v. Klitzing

et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 494 (1980), a va-
riety of theoretical models have been devel-
oped describing different paths for the exter-
nally biased current through the 2DES [see for

review: T. Chakraborty et al.: ’The Quantum Hall

Effects‘, Springer]. The so-called edge chan-
nel model – the most popular for textbooks
[e.g., J.H. Davis: ’The Physics of Low-Dimensional

Semiconductors’, Cambridge] – relates the quan-
tization of the Hall resistance to the presence
of ideal one-dimensional channels which are
formed by skipping cyclotron orbits running
along the edges of the 2DES. Within another
model it is argued that disorder in the sam-
ples cause static potential fluctuations leading

to localization of the electronic states except
for states in the middle of each Landau band:
Under quantum Hall condition the current is
flowing along a percolation path formed by
these extended states through the bulk of the
2DES.

More recent works have predicted for thermo-
dynamic equilibrium the presence of a strip-
like structure within the depletion region of
typically 1�m along the edges of the 2DES in
high magnetic field [D.B. Chklovskii et al.: Phys.
Rev. B 46, 4026 (1992); K. Lier et al.: Phys. Rev.
B 50, 7757 (1994)]: As shown in Fig. 24(a) with
increasing the electron concentration from the
edge towards the bulk, regions of varying and
constant electron concentration with metal-like
and insulator-like behavior, the so-called com-
pressible and incompressible strips, are formed.
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Figure 24: (a) Compressible and incompressible strips are formed in the depletion region of a
two-dimensional electron system at high magnetic field. (b) Sketch of the experimental setup: A scan-
ning force microscope is used to probe the Hall potential profile of the 2DES buried in a GaAs-AlGaAs
heterostructure. (c) Hall potential profiles measured around filling factor � = 2. The inset shows the Hall re-
sistance Rxy around this filling factor (Sheet electron concentration of the 2DES n s = 4.3 � 1015 m�2, electron
mobility 50 m2/Vs. The smallest width of the mesa is w = 10�m on a length of 30�m (see sketch in (b)).
(d) Hall potential profiles in color-scale (’red’ high potential, ’blue‘ low potential) taken on a wider sample:
The evolution from type III to I is repeated at each even integer filling factor. (e) Zoom in of (d) at left edge:
Comparison of the Hall voltage with expected position of the incompressible strips (drawn as black lines).
(f) Position and magnetic field dependence of the Hall potential profile close to filling factor � = 2.

Widths and positions of these strips depend
on the quantization energy, i.e., the magnetic
field. As shown in Fig. 24(a), with increasing
magnetic field the incompressible strips from
both edges shift into the bulk of the 2DES re-
sulting in an incompressible bulk for magnetic
field values corresponding to an integer value

of the Landau level filling factor � = hns=eB
(ns denotes the electron concentration of the
2DES). We have recently imaged these strips
close to the edge region of a 2DES by using a
single-electron transistor as a local electrome-
ter [J. Weis et al.: Physica B 256-258, 1 (1998); and

references in there].
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To investigate 2DES under quantum Hall con-
ditions, groups at Berkeley, MIT, and Bell Labs
have built low-temperature scanning probe mi-
croscopes. To address the unresolved issue of
the current distribution within the 2DES un-
der quantum Hall conditions, we have devel-
oped a low-temperature scanning force micro-
scope for investigating 2DES samples at tem-
peratures down to 1.4 Kelvin and magnetic
fields up to 13 Tesla (Fig. 24(b)). Unfortu-
nately the spatial variations of the electrostati-
cal potential in the 2DES cannot be measured
directly since the 2DES is usually buried sev-
eral tens of nanometers below the surface of
a GaAs�Al0:33Ga0:77As heterostructure: Sur-
face charges and the distribution of the charged
donors between surface and 2DES cause spa-
tially varying static potential fluctuations act-
ing on the tip of the scanning force microscope.
Therefore a low-frequency modulation and cal-
ibration technique has been developed [P. Weitz
et al.: Appl. Surf. Science 157, 349 (2000)], allow-
ing us to probe the local electrostatic potential
changes within the 2DES caused by the exter-
nally biased current. The normalized Hall po-
tential distribution is obtained by applying this
method.

Such normalized Hall potential profiles are
shown in Fig. 24(c) for different magnetic field
values around Landau level filling factor � = 2.
The data are taken as y-scans at x0 in the middle
of the mesa as sketched in Fig. 24(b). In addi-
tion, in the inset of Fig. 24(c), the quantum Hall
curve around � = 2 is plotted as the reference.
Basically three different types of Hall potential
profiles can be identified: Coming from high
magnetic field values towards the quantum Hall
plateau of � = 2, i.e., approaching � = 2 from
lower Landau level filling factor values, the Hall
potential drops linearly across the whole sam-
ple (type III). At about � = 1.96, the profile flat-
tens at the edges and drops rather arbitrarily in
the inner region (type II). This is observed until
� = 2.09 is reached. At � = 2.14, which is still in
the quantum Hall plateau regime, the Hall po-
tential drop occurs at pronounced positions at
the edge of the Hall bar and the profile is now

flat in the inner region of the sample (type I). At
filling factor � = 2.50 the Hall potential starts to
drop considerably linearly over the inner region
although still a significant drop occurs at the
edges. Before entering the Hall plateau regime
of � = 3, the pronounced potential drops at the
edges have disappeared and the drop is linear
over the whole sample width (type III).

In Fig. 24(d) the normalized Hall potential pro-
files are given in color-scale over a larger mag-
netic field range for another sample. The char-
acteristic evolution of the Hall potential profile
is clearly repeated at each even integer filling
factor � > 2, but is only observable in outlines
around filling factor � = 3. This behavior can
nicely be related to the existence of compress-
ible and incompressible strips at the edges of
the 2DES and its evolution with magnetic field.
To demonstrate this, in Fig. 24(e) the measured
potential profiles at one edge of the mesa are
presented on larger scale for bulk filling factors
� > 3. In the same figure the expected equilib-
rium center positions y = d0=(1 � (int(�)=�)2)

of the incompressible strips, i.e., the positions
of local filling factor �l = int(�) for bulk filling
factor �, are plotted. (The parameter d0 is not a
fitting parameter, but is determined by the elec-
tron concentration of the 2DES, the dielectric
constant of GaAs and the band gap of GaAs due
to Fermi level pinning by surface charges on the
side walls of the etched mesa.)

Obviously slightly above integer values of the
bulk Landau level filling factor �, the Hall volt-
age drops at the positions of the innermost in-
compressible strips at both edges (type I). By
the gradient of the Hall potential @yVHall in
y-direction, the local current density jx is en-
hanced in x-direction: jx =��l � e2=h � @yVHall,
i.e., a dissipationless current is flowing in the in-
nermost incompressible strips along both edges
carrying the externally biased current within
this cross-section through the 2DES sample.
Slightly above integer Landau filling factors,
the innermost incompressible strips at the edges
are rather broad being able to maintain the
electrochemical potential difference between
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the compressible edge regions and the com-
pressible bulk. The drops diminish with de-
creasing strip widths, i.e., with decreasing mag-
netic field. Just below the next integer value of
the bulk filling factor � the incompressible strip
is too small to electrically isolate, and a linear
Hall potential profile is obtained (type III), in-
dicating current flow also in the compressible
bulk which occurs with dissipation.
As visible in Fig. 24(c), the Hall potential drop
at integer filling factor is non-linear within the
bulk region (type II). Already little changes of
the scan position in x-direction or magnetic
field can strongly modify the Hall potential pro-
files, as demonstrated in Fig. 24(f). The Hall po-
tential profile can even be non-monotonic. We
relate this behavior to the presence of inhomo-
geneities within our sample resulting in a net-
work of compressible electron droplets within
the mainly incompressible bulk.

In conclusion, by measuring the electrostatical
potential changes induced by an externally bi-
ased current, we conclude for the current flow
through the 2DES in high magnetic field for our

sample: (1) Slightly above integer bulk filling
factor with a mainly compressible bulk, a dissi-
pationless current flows in the innermost incom-
pressible strips at both edges driven by the Hall
voltage drop over these strips. Dissipation is
caused by scattering into the compressible bulk.
With decreasing incompressible strip width (by
reducing the magnetic field) scattering becomes
more probable – the Hall potential drop over
the incompressible strips is reduced, the current
is spread over the whole sample width to mini-
mize the overall resistance. (2) In the quantum
Hall regime with a mainly incompressible bulk,
the compressible edge regions carry the electro-
chemical potential difference of the source and
drain contacts into the sample. Electrons re-
distribute within the network of compressible
droplets in the bulk. As the result a dissipative-
free current is driven within the incompressible
regions where a drop in the electrochemical po-
tential between compressible droplets occurs.

This work has been supported by the BMBF
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Long-range adsorbate interactions mediated by a two-dimensional
electron gas

N. Knorr, M.A. Schneider, and K. Kern; H. Brune and M. Epple (ETH Lausanne)

Lateral interactions between adsorbed species
have a determining influence on heterogeneous
catalysis, molecular self-assembly and thin
film epitaxy. The usually considered interac-
tions range only a few atomic distances and
have amply been studied in the past. How-
ever, since more than 20 years stands the
theoretical prediction that there should exist ad-
sorbate interactions of extremely long-range,
mediated by screening in a two-dimensional
electron gas [K.H. Lau et al.: Surface Science

75, 69 (1978)]. We have investigated two

adatom systems namely Cu on Cu(111) and

Co on Ag(111) using low-temperature scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM). Both metal sub-

strates support a partially filled surface state

band at the Fermi energy. The electrons in these

surface states form a two-dimensional electron

gas and are responsible for the interaction as

predicted by theory. The interaction energy

manifests itself up to 60Å, it decays as 1
r2 and

oscillates with a period reflecting the surface

state band structure.
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